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Issue Date Changes Job 

V1.0 13/08/2012 First issue with part number  

V1.1 06/04/2016 General update and reformat of entire document  

V1.2 17/11/2017 Update to new branding and new part numbering  

Change History 
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Introduction 

The GKD 1HLI-R Height Limiting Indicator is designed to be fitted to plant and machinery with an  
adjustable height boom to warn the operator that the equipment is approaching, or has reached a  
pre-determined maximum height limit. 
 
The 1HLI-R has electrical outputs to motion cut the boom on height limit and to power up external visual 
indicators on the machine to indicate the height limiter status. 
 
Principle of operation 
 
The 1HLI‐R control unit is fitted in the cab of a machine, in clear view of the operator. 
Two electronic Angle Sensors are fitted to the variable angle boom of the machine, one of a mechanical 
direct drive type and one of a gravity referenced accelerometer type. These angle sensors are wired into 
the 1HLI-R control unit. 
 
The machine is set initially with the boom as near to Horizontal position as practical and the control unit is 
taught that “Horizontal” position. The machine is then set to the “Height Limit”, the maximum boom  
angle, for example when it might be approaching an overhead power line.  The control unit is then taught 
that height limit value.  When the machine is approaching, or has reached the height limit a series of LEDs 
and an internal sounder on the 1HLI-R control unit warn the operator they are approaching the limit. 
When the limit is reached a relay within the 1HLI-R control unit switches off, sending a signal to cause the 
boom lift circuit to motion cut. 
 
Note: the configuration of the machine will depend on how it is positioned when setting a height limit. 
See below for how to achieve this: 
 
 Mono-boom or machines with a hydraulic adjustable boom. Set the equipment at the worst case, 

i.e. with the dipper and/or fore boom at full reach, then position at the required height. 
 Teletruks or machines with extending booms. Extend the boom to its maximum extended length, 

then position at the required height. 
 
Dual Redundancy 
 
The 1HLI‐R system has two independent angle sensors monitoring the angular position of the boom, one 
of a Direct Drive type, and one of a Gravity Referenced type. 
 
The calibration of these two angle sensors is set on installation, and the Gravity angle sensor is used to 
check the output angular value of the Direct Drive angle sensor. Should a mismatch of more than +/- 2 
degrees be detected between the two angle sensors (caused perhaps by physical damage to one of the 
angle sensors, or failure of a component mounting) a FAULT condition will occur and the 1HLI-R will  
motion cut the boom. 
 
Inclines 
 
The 1HLI-R monitors machine incline whilst in operation and will automatically compensate for changes in 
the incline angle of the machine base caused by uneven terrain or slopes. 
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Identification of Components 

1HLi-R Control Unit Gravity2 Angle Sensor 

Direct2 Angle Sensor 
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1HLI‐R Indicators & Controls 

FAULT LED - Indicates a fault with the 1HLI-R system, or a mismatch  
between the two angle sensors. 

Indicates that the set height limit has been 
reached. 

Flashing - Indicates approach to set height limit. 
Constantly on - Indicates that the height limit 
mode is turned off. 

Indicates the boom is within the height limit set.  

Indicates that a height limit is set and active. 

Indicates that the 1HLI-‐R system is powered. 

TEST button - used to run through a test  
sequence. Only active in ON Mode. The LEDs, 
and internal sounder will go through an on/off  
cycle to check they are working. The Power LED 
stays on while the system is powered. 

Key switch - Used to set the mode of the system. 
 
 OFF - Height Limit not active. 
 ON - Height Limit active. 
 SET LIMIT - used to set the height limit. 
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Setting of the 1HLI-R  

Initial switch on 
  
Set the key switch to ON Mode and apply system power. At power up all 6 LEDs come on and the internal 
sounder bleeps as a self-test. The LEDs then go off in turn. 
 
When powered up for the first time, no Horizontal reference or Height Limit values are set so the red 
FAULT and LIMIT LEDs flash alternately to show the system is in an undefined state. 
 
Horizontal Position Setting 
 
The Horizontal-Position is usually set once, when the 1HLi-R system is first installed.  
See the 1HLi-R Installation Manual (V51 1100R) for details of how the to set the Horizontal Position.  

Setting the Height Limit 
 
The Height Limit is usually set once, when the 1HLi-R system is first installed.  
See the 1HLi-R Installation Manual (V51 1100R) for details of how the to set the Height Limit.  
 
WARNING: THE HEIGHT LIMIT MUST  BE SET TO THE LOWEST LEVEL OF THE OVERHEAD OBSTRUCTION 

OVER THE WHOLE WORKING AREA! 
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Practical operation of the 1HLI-R System  

Limits 
 
 The Height Limit must be set at least 15 degrees above Horizontal. 
 The Height Limit must be set less than 90 degrees above Horizontal. 
 Setting of the Height Limit will depend on the configuration of the machine: 

 Mono-boom or machines with a hydraulic adjustable boom. Set the equipment in the worst 
case, i.e. with the dipper and/or fore boom at full reach, then position at the required height. 

 Teletruks or machines with extending booms. Extend the boom to its maximum extended 
length, then position at the required height. 

 Height Limit indication comes On at about 95% of the height limit. 
 Height Limit indication goes Off at about 90% of the height limit. 
 The pulsed Yellow “APPROACH” LED comes On at about 75% of the height limit. 
 The Yellow “APPROACH” LED goes Off at about 70% of the height limit. 
 A Fault LED error condition is given if the boom angle goes outside the set ranges, or if an angle mis

match is detected between the Direct Drive angle sensor and the Gravity Reference angle sensor. 
 Height limits are subject to a 5% “Hysteresis”. For example, the Height Limit state comes On at 95% 

of  the Height Limit,  and goes Off at 90% of  the height limit.) 
 The boom can be operated up to 90 degrees above, or below horizontal. 
 A height limit state will only be indicated if the boom is ABOVE horizontal. 
 
Relay operation 
 
 Relay 1 - Main Cut - goes OFF if the Height Limit is reached, or DC power is lost. It is ON in OFF and 

Set Limit modes to allow any boom movement. 
 Relay 2 - Dead man - goes OFF if the height exceeds the Height Limit by more than 100mm, or if 

power is lost. It is ON in OFF and Set Limit modes to allow any boom movement. 
 Relay 3 - Active - goes OFF if no Height Limit is in operation - e.g. if power is off, if no height limit is 

set, or in Off or set-up mode. 
 
Angle Sensors 
 
When powered up, the Green LED on the side each of the Angle sensors will flash to show that they are 
working correctly. Under Angle Sensor fault conditions this LED shows red. 
 
Test 
 
 At power up all 6 LEDs and the internal sounder come on as a self-test, then go off in turn. 
 In ON mode press the Test button to turn on all the LEDs and the internal sounder. Releasing the 

button causes them all to go off in turn. 
 
Fault condition indication 
 
 In ON Mode the red Limit LED flashes fast if no Height Limit is set. 
 In Set Limit Mode the red Limit LED stays on if no Height Limit is set. 
 In ON Mode the red Fault LED flashes slowly if there is problem with CAN bus comms to the Angle 

Sensors. (e.g. Angle sensor cable unplugged or broken.) 
 In ON Mode the red Fault LED flashes fast if there is a calculation problem, or an illegal boom       

position is detected. 
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GKD Technologies contact details: 

 

+44 (0) 1202 861961 

+44 (0) 1202 971971 

 

service@gkdtec.com 

 

www.gkdtec.com 

 

GKD Technologies reserve the right to change these instructions in line  

with the policy of continuous improvement. 


